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REPORT ON WORKING-CLASS PROTESTS IN 2017

SUMMARY

We highlight the following points on
430 workplace-based protest cases
in 2017.

77
thousand
approximate number of workers
participated in protests

In 2017, we identified 1.313 protests of
workers and public servants, by scanning
all the local and national print media and
some websites. When we combine singular
protests that are organized simultaneously
or at close intervals related to the same
workplace, we reach 430 workplace-based
protest cases. Of the remaining, 144 were
general protest cases and 33 were solidarity
protest cases. In 2016, we identified 729
singular protests in total. The number of
singular protests climbed to 1,313 in 2017.
The total number of protests has increased
by 1.8 times compared to the previous year.
In December, during the collective
bargaining process in the workplaces tied
to MESS (Metal Industrialists’ Union of
Turkey) group, workers in 59 different
workplaces organized 267 singular actions.
Civil servants, who were expelled from
public institutions by the decree laws,
organized a great number of protests lasting
for months and carried out in different cities.
This was another dynamic which explains
the increase of the total number. Public
servants who were dismissed, expelled and
deported due to the decree law, had made
336 singular protests during the year. If
we subtract these two waves of actions, we
reach 710 singular protests. It is possible
to say that the two-year general trend of
working-class protests is similar, except for
the these two waves of actions.

44
%
Share of permanent workers in
the private sector

44% of these cases were carried out
by permanent workers in the private
sector, 24% by public servants, 13% by
subcontracted workers working for
private sector companies, and 11% by
subcontracted workers working for public
institutions.

64

%
Press briefing1

64% of workplace-based actions are press
briefings, 23% are non-legal strikes and
11% are permanent picket lines. Compared
to 2016, there was an increase of 11 points
in the press briefings and 4 points in the
non-legal strikes.

24
%
Collective Agreement

24% of the workplace-based protest
cases were due to collective bargaining
agreement. 21% were due to dismissals, 14%
were due to unpaid wages and 14% were due
to dismissals by the decree law. In 10% of the
workplaces where the protests are carried
out, there is an effort for unionization.
1 Press briefing is a term used in Turkey to refer basic protest
actions. Due to legal restrictions on protest actions introduced
by military rule between 1980-83, the safest way to organize a
protest has been to frame it as a press briefing.
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21.8
days on average
While the average duration of cases in 2016
was 10 days, this number increased to 21.8
days in 2017.

64
%
Production had stopped

33% of workplace-based protest cases
were protests that stopped or slowed down
production. This ratio increased by 4%
compared to 2016. For the protests of the
subcontracted workers of private sector
firms this ratio was as high as 76%

49%
Aimed for improvement

%49 of the cases aimed to improve
workers’ rights, while the rest of them were
defensive actions. The rate increased to
%76 for workers employed in the private
sector and decreased to %19 for public
servants.

1.376
workers
In 2017, at least 857 workers were

dismissed by employers due to
unionization struggles. 519 workers were
dismissed because of getting involved
in struggles for their rights other than
unionization. The total number is 1.376.

23%
metal
23% of the workplace based cases were in
metal industry, 12% were in construction
and 10% were in general services.
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48%
worker union involvement

48% of these cases were carried out by
a worker union, 21% by a public servant
union, while 28% of the actions took
place without the involvement of any
organization. There is no significant
change in this distribution compared to
2016.

41%
Birleşik Metal İş

As for the workplace-based protests
organized by trade unions, Birleşik Metalİş is ranked 1st with 41 cases, Türk Metal is
in the 2nd place with 39 cases and EğitimSen ranked 3rd with 35 cases.

Highlights of 177 general protest
cases in 2017

94
%
94% of general protests were press
briefings.

17
%
17% of general protest cases were due to

workers’ health and safety issues, and 8%
of them were due to a new bill on severance
payment.

68
% KESK
As for the confederations of trade unions

which organize general protests, KESK ranks
first with 68%, DİSK ranks second with 63%
and TÜRK-İŞ ranks third with 27%.
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INTRODUCTION

L

abor Studies Group (LSG) was established
in September 2014 as a result of a series of
meetings of academics, researchers, and trade
union experts in order to work in coordination.
LSG aims to institutionalize a platform for
researchers, academics, and journalists who
want to support the labor movement; so that
they can work in an organized way and put
out qualified and effective works. LSG treats
different subjects of the labor movement
equally and seeks to provide material support
for the movement. LSG aims to increase the
visibility of the working class and workers’
struggles and improve the capacity of trade
unions to develop policies based on data.
LSG is open for everyone who shares these
objectives and principles.
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Similar to 2015 and 2016; we compiled the
data for the year of 2017 by scanning all the
local and national print media and several
websites. We used the search engine of a media
monitoring agency which provides digital
access to nearly all the local and national print
media in Turkey. Additionally, we scanned the
websites of Evrensel and Kızılbayrak for laborrelated news. In many cases, we examined
websites like sendika.org and uidder.org
and the websites and social media accounts
of relevant trade unions. We contacted the
trade unions when needed. In some cases we
referred to the social media accounts of the
picketing workers.
This report is a result of this intensive
work and it involves the working-class
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(workers and public servants) protests
which were covered by the press in 2017. All
worker protests are not covered by the press;
therefore, this report does not provide the
complete account of the workers’ actions for
their rights.
Our long-term objective is to publish
regular monthly reports on working-class
protests. In addition to providing quantitative
analysis, we plan to focus on and convey the
details of a protest case each month. We think
these regular and up-to-date reports can
attract more public interest in the workers’
movement. Of course, we need to increase the
number of our volunteers in order to increase
our capacity. We would like to invite you to
join us.
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Basic Terms We Used in the Report
Workplace-based Protest Case
We used the term “workplace-based protest
case” for an action or a series of actions by
workers in a workplace regarding their issues
or demands. We took this term from Kaygısız,
whose studies on workers’ mobilization in
2013 and 2014 inspired us.1 A workplacebased protest case can last a couple of hours
or months. It can be organized in multiple
workplaces of the same firm. We categorized
actions, which were organized in the same
workplace and in the same year, but for
different reasons and a period of time in
between as separate workplace-based protest
cases. On the other hand, we considered
actions which were organized simultaneously
in different places against the same employer
as one workplace-based protest case. The
most typical example is public servants of
a ministry organizing press conferences
in front of the buildings of the ministry in
different cities.
Solidarity Protest Case
These are actions which were organized by
workers at a workplace in order to stand in
solidarity with the picketing workers at a
different workplace. All the solidarity protests
we recorded until now were based on singular
actions, rather than a series of actions.
General Protest Case
We used the term “general protest case” for
workers’ actions with political demands
or general demands regarding work life;
1 Kaygısız, İrfan (2014a) “2013 Yılı İşçi Sınıfı
Eylemleri Üzerine Değerlendirme,” DİSK-AR, no.
2; Kaygısız, İrfan (2014b) “2014 Ocak Haziran Dönemi İşçi Sınıfı Eylemleri Üzerine Değerlendirme,”
DİSKAR, no. 3; Kaygısız, İrfan (2015) “2014 Yılı İşçi
Sınıfı Eylemleri Üzerine Değerlendirme,” DİSK-AR,
no. 4.

these are protests which target the political
power or the public. Similar to workplacebased protest cases; a general protest case
can also include singular actions organized
simultaneously. For example; we considered
press briefings organized by the same trade
union with the same demands in different
cities as one general protest case. Similarly;
we considered a trade union’s action to call
on people to sign a petition regarding the
severance pay by standing in a city square
for five days and organizing two press
conferences during those five days as one
general protest case. We considered May Day
actions in different cities as separate cases of
general protest, because of the numbers and
diversity of actors in each city.
***
In addition, we use the terms of ‘’singular
action’’ and ‘’cases’’ in the report. We wanted
to express the action taken at any moment
in a process of struggle for a case with the
singular action. In a case, more than one
singular action may have taken place. A
singular action might have taken place in
more than one place at the same time. For
example, press briefings from a ministry’s
public servants in front of a large number
of different buildings of that ministry are
defined as a singular action. But the three
press briefings of workers in the same
workplace, one week apart, are three singular
actions. Similarly, a press briefing and a nonlegal strike made by workers at the same
workplace three days apart are two singular
actions. A workplace-based action case or
general action case may consist of more than
one singular action. Singular action is closer
to the concept of protest action we use in
everyday language.
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General overview

GENERAL

SOLIDARITY

%24

Workplace-based protest cases constitute
71% of 607 cases in total. The distribution
of action types is similar to 2016. Protests
related with the severance payment,
May Day and the demand for permanent
and direct employment constitute the
majority of the general protests.

%5

WORKPLACE

%71

Working-class Protests

2013

67%
365 cases

33%
180 cases

2014

79%
795 cases

for 2013-2014
data see.
İrfan Kaygısız,
DİSK-AR

number of
workplace-based cases

2015

83%
628 cases

1.116

number of other cases

2016

69%
420 cases

729

2017

69%
430 cases

1.313

singular actions

singular actions

singular actions

protests
per case

protests
per case

protests
per case

21%
206 cases

607 cases were observed in 2017. 430 of
these cases were workplace-based cases.
Although the number of singular case
were nearly the same as the previous
year, there is an increase in the number
of singular cases. The number of singular
cases, which was 729 in 2016, increased
to 1313 in 2017. In 2016, while the number

1,48

17%
126 cases

1,2

31%
188 cases

2,16

31%
177 cases

of actions per case was 1,2, in 2017 this
number was 2,16. This increase is largely
due to the protests occurred in the metal
sector at the end of the year. Another
factor is the long lasting protests that are
taken as a result of the mass dismissals
by the decree law. In 2017, the average
number of protests per day is 3,6.
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Case Numbers By Months
In 2017, the average number of cases is 95. The monthly average
number of cases has increased by 1.5 times compared to the
previous year. The reason for the increasing number of cases in
May is May Day protests.
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Number of Workplace-Based Protest Cases By Months
(2015-2017)
In 2017, - except for the increase
on the number of cases. The
at the end of the year - the number intensity of protests in the metal
of cases in each month was close
sector at the end of 2017 as in the
to each other. In 2015 and 2016,
beginning of 2015 is the reason
important political events in
for the peak numbers in those
Turkey had a significant impact
months.
January 2015 - May 2015
Monthly Average

June 2015 - December 2016
Monthly Average
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Number of Workplace-Based Protests
By Months and Number of Participant Workers
NUMBER OF WORKPLACE BASED PROTESTS BY MONTHS –
NUMBER OF PROTESTS STARTING IN THAT MONTH
120115110105100959085807570-

NUMBER OF WORKERS IN WORKPLACE BASED
PROTEST CASES BY MONTHS (THOUSANDS)

For the «number of protests
starting in that month» the
criterion is the month in
which protest begins and
the protest is shown only
in the month it started.
If we sum the numbers
on the red line, they will
reach 430 cases. The total
protest number in that
month (yellow line) also
includes the protest cases,
which had began in the
previous months and were
continuing in the relevant
month.

To determine the number
of participants we used
the mentioned numbers in
the news or if there is no
mentioning, we guessed
the number in certain
intervals by looking at the
photos of the protests. May
and December were the
months when most workers
protested.
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Number of Participants in Cases
UNKNOWN

1001-2500 WORKERS

4CASE% NUMBER 16

6-25 WORKERS

3%

21%

CASE NUMBER 12

CASE NUMBER 89

251-500
WORKERS

7CASE%

NUMBER 29

501-1000 WORKERS

2501-5000 WORKERS

5CASE% NUMBER 20 1CASE% NUMBER 4

For 151 of 430 cases in 2017 (35%) we found
almost precise numbers of participants.
The most common cases are those with 6-25
participants. A range is set for cases where
we cannot determine the number of activists.
We estimate the total number of case
participants to be 77 thousand.

101-250 WORKERS

12
%
CASE NUMBER 52

51-100 WORKERS

12
%
CASE NUMBER 51

1-5 WORKERS

26-50 WORKERS

CASE NUMBER 76

CASE NUMBER 81

18%

19%
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Gender of participants
Women’s participation is visible in 29% of the cases
in 2017. This percentage was 32 in 2016.
PREDOMINANTLY
WOMEN

UNKNOWN

3%

4%

WOMEN MEN
EQUAL

ONLY WOMEN

3%

22%

PREDOMINANTLY
MEN

ONLY MAN

29%

39%

Base:430

Protest types in cases (%)
In 64% of 430 cases, protesters organized marches-press briefings aiming at the
employer. This is the most common type. Non-legal strikes were detected in one fourth of
the cases. A non-legal or legal strike was present in 27% of the cases.
Marching-Press Briefing

64

Aiming at the employer, business partner or subcontractor

23

Non-legal Strike

11

Permanent Resistance
Marching – Press Briefing
Aiming at public institutions

Legal Strike

Not Leaving the Workplace

2

Marching – Press Briefing

1

Aiming at general public

Road Closure 1

4

Petition 1

4

Hunger Strike 1

Climbing to the crane/roof

3

Sit-in Protest

2

There can be
different types of
protests in one
case, therefore
the sum of the
percentages is
more than 100.

Slowdown Strike 1
Other

4
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Reasons of Protest and Types of Employment
If we scrutinize the reasons of protests
by types of employment status, collective
labor agreement for permanent (private
sector) workers, unpaid wages for
subcontracted workers, dismissal by

the decree law for civil servants are the
uppermost protest reasons. While protests
against the dismissals by the decree law
is 14% in general, it is the reason of 55% of
cases for civil servants in particular.
Permanent
(Private Sector)
Employee (%)

Subcontracted
Worker (%)

Civil
Servant
(%)

Total
(%)

Collective Labor Agreement

44

9

4

24

Dismissal

29

26

2

21

Unpaid wages

8

39

0

14

Dismissal by the decree law

0

0

55

14

Unionization

22

1

0

10

Workers’ health and safety

5

9

14

8

Other

6

4

10

7

Working conditions – no details given –

4

8

10

7

Low wages

2

4

3

5

Unpaid wages or severance payments after dismissal

8

4

0

5

To demand permanent and direct employment status

1

14

0

5

Mobbing, arbitrary punishment

3

1

13

4

200

113

105

430

*The sum of the percentages can be more than 100%. Because some protests are due to more than one reason. Reasons with
lower percentages are left out of the table.
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Protest Durations

In 2016, the rate of protests
lasting one week or less was
83%, whereas in 2017 this
rate decreased to 68%. In
2017, more cases with longer
duration of action have taken
place. If we count actions
that last 1 day or less as halfday long, the average period
per case is 21.8 days. This
value was 10 days for 2016,
20 days for 2015.

15-30 DAY

1 DAYS AND LESS

CASES 74

NUMBER OF
CASES 238

17
%
NUMBER OF

55%

2-7 DAY

12
%
NUMBER OF
CASES 53

61 DAY
and MORE

8NUMBER
%
OF

31-60 DAY

8-14 DAY

CASES 17

NUMBER OF
CASES 13

4NUMBER
%
OF

CASES 35

3%

Non-legal and Legal Strike Durations
Number of
Non-Legal Strike

%

Number of
Legal Strike

%

Total

%

1 day and less

32

26

2

2

34

24

1-7 days

79

65

6

5

85

61

8-14 days

6

5

3

2

9

6

15-30 days

3

2

4

3

7

5

30 and over

1

1

3

2

4

3

Unknown

1

1

0

1

1

122

100

15

140

100

Total
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If a non-legal strike and a legal strike
occurred in one case, it is shown in the
non-legal strike column. At least one (legal
or non-legal) strike occurred in 33% of
workplace based protest cases in 2017.
The average duration of non-legal strikes
was 2,7 days and the average duration of

Bir vakada hem fiili
grev hem de yasal
grev gerçekleştiyse
fiili grev kolonunda
gösterilmiştir.

legal strikes was 24,8 days. Average of total
strike duration was 5,6. These averages
for 2016 were 3,4 days for non-legal strike,
36,5 days for legal strike, and 6,9 days for
general average. In comparison with last
year, the number of strikes has increased,
while the duration has decreased.
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Industries in Permanent Workers’ Protests (%)
Half of the protest cases organized by permanent workers took place in
the metal industry.
Metal

49

Petroleum, chemistry, rubber, plastics and pharmaceuticals

11

Textile, garment and leather

11

Food industry

6

Mining

4

Cement, ceramic and glass

4

Energy

3

Trade, office, education and fine arts

3

Transportation

2

Accommodation and entertainment

2

Construction

2

Shipbuilding and maritime transport, storage and warehouse

2

Industries in Subcontracted
Workers’ Protests
Nearly half (42%) of the protests
organized by subcontracted workers were
in the construction sector.
Construction

42

General services

35

Defense and security

5

Transportation

4

Energy

3

Shipbuilding and maritime
transport, storage and warehouse

3

Mining

Base:113

2

Note:
Industries
with less
than 2%
are not
shown in
the graphs.

Base:200
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Involvement of Organizations in the Protests

NO ORGANIZATION

WORKER UNION

28%

48%

A worker union organized nearly half of the cases
(48%). Civil servants’ unions have a 28 percent
share. In « jointly organized» cases civil servants’
and workers’ unions organized the protest
together. 70% of the cases in 2017 were organized
by an organization and this ratio was almost the
same (72%) in 2016.

CIVIL
SERVANTS’
UNION

21%

Base:430

ORGANIZATIONS
OTHER THAN UNIONS

2%

JOINTLY

1%
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Place of the Protests (%)
85% of the cases were
held in front of or
within a workplace.
City centers, squares
or parks were the
third most common
places with 17%.

In front of the workplace

47

Within the workplace

38

City center, squares, parks

17

Ministry

2

Head office, company headquarters, in front of the primary employer

2

In front of the courthouse

2

In front of the union

1

In front of municipality

1
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Law Enforcement Intervention in the Protests

84% 9% 5% 2% 1% 1%
362

39

NO
INTERVENTION

MILD, RESTRICTIVE
INTERVENTION
FORCES

21

8

VIOLENT,
INTERVENTION
REPRESSIVE
BY THE EMPLOYERS
INTERVENTION OF
AND THEIR
LAW-ENFORCEMENT
SECURITY
FORCES
GUARDS

6

3

STRIKE
SUSPENSION

CANCELLATION
OF ACTION BY
GOVERNORSHIP
DECISION

The average number of interventions is 8 at the cases, which were
intervened. Large number of singular interventions in several cases
have increased the average.

L A B O R
ST U D I E S
G R O U P

